Evaluation of the diagnostic efficacy of intra oral digital radiography with and without zoom option software in the detection of occlusal dentinal caries: an in vitro study
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Abstract

Background and Aim: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic precision of zoom option of Cygnus Ritter CCD intraoral digital sensor compared to original digital radiography in the detection of occlusal dentinal caries.

Materials and Methods: Eighty-six extracted premolars with no apparent clinical caries were selected. Two methods were used for radiography; namely, digital radiography using a Cygnus Ritter CCD sensor and then zoom option was applied to the original radiographs. Four maxillofacial radiologists observed the original digital and the same radiographs with zoom option to detect occlusal dentinal caries subsequently recording it in a five-grade scale. Microscopic sections evaluated by a pathologist were used as the gold standard for caries detection. The data were analyzed with a proportion test and processed with SPSS maxillofacial 14 soft ware.

Results: Statistical analysis showed a sensitivity of 52.2% (71) (CI: 95%) for zoom option in the detection of occlusal dentinal caries (P<0.05). The specificity was shown as 68.8% (143) (P>0.05). The ppv was calculated as 52.2% (179) (P<0.05) and npv as 68.8% (236) (P<0.05) and the accuracy was 62.2% (214) (P<0.05).

Conclusion: The zoom option of Cygnus Ritter CCD sensor showed a significantly higher diagnostic sensitivity, ppv, npv and accuracy compared to original digital radiographs, but the zoom option of that sensor did not show a significantly higher diagnostic specificity compared to original digital radiographs.
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Introduction

Diagnosis of primary tooth caries on the occlusal surface is more difficult in comparison to proximal surface caries and flat surface caries [1]. Passing of time makes this type of caries form the most proportion of the total caries; therefore, correct diagnosis of it is of highest importance [2-3]. Based on Wenzel’s study in 1991 [4] and another study by the same researcher in 1993 [5] and the evaluations performed by Holt and
Ketley in 1993 [6] and also a study carried out in 2001 in Kolin, Germany [7] it may be stated that the advantage of digital radiography over film radiography, especially in tooth decay is a clear concern that cannot be denied. The reason may be the progress in computer software and hardware. In the present circumstances, using digital radiography in order to eliminate the shortcomings related to film radiography [8] is rising and this matter points to the necessity of knowing the efficacy of different software options to seek a reliable and also quicker method to diagnose tooth decay.

The manufacturers of intra oral digital radiography devices claim that applying the abilities of this device increases the diagnostic accuracy, but there is still not enough clinical evidence regarding the diagnostic efficacy of different software options [9]. The objective of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of digital radiography zoom option in the diagnosis of dentinal occlusal decay.

Materials and Methods

This was an experimental in vitro study. Eighty-six extracted human premolar teeth were evaluated clinically. Eighty of these teeth which had no occlusal decay were included in the study. From each of the selected samples a digital radiography was prepared by an intra oral radiography device (Orix 65, ARDET, Italy) with a CCD sensor (Charge Coupled Device) and a 20×30 cm active area (Ritter, USA and Cygnus media 3.0) and the parallel technique. The radiation ray time was 0.2 sec and the images were composed of 912 H×1368 V pixels. Each pixel is equal to 22 micron. In the next step, the digital images were showed by Cygnus media 2002 software. The images of the teeth were once displayed as regular and once by zoom option 204% on a 17 inch SVGA monitor (LG, Flatron 700B, LG Electronics) with a 800×600 pixel image resolution. Afterwards, four experienced radiologists observed the images and reported their opinion regarding dentine occlusal decay based on a five scale confidence score (0, No decay; 1, possibly no decay; 2, suspicious; 3, possibly has decay; 4, definitely has decay) in information sheets 2 and 3. After radiography of the teeth, the samples were cut by a diamond bur (Z & D) mesiodistally under running water. In the next step, the samples were held in 10% formalin for one week, then maintained in a solution composed of 700 cc distilled water, 200 cc formalin and 100 cc pure formic acid for 25-30 days. This solution was changed every 3 days. After this time passed and the teeth were decalcified, they were brought out of the solution and were rinsed with water then neutralized with lithium carbonate. After passing through the tissue circulation stages, 5 micron slices of paraffin blocks were prepared mesiodistally and four microscopic slides were colored with hematoxiaxin and eosin and then were evaluated regarding dentinal decay under ALPHA PHOT 2 light microscope (Ys-Nikon) and a ×10 and ×40 magnification by a maxillofacial pathology specialist. The premolar tooth with dentinal decay was selected as the positive control group and existence or absence of dentinal decay on the occlusal surface was evaluated according to the mentioned criteria in the reference books and comparison with the control sample [10]. In case the four prepared slides of each tooth sample showed tooth decay, it was selected as the positive sample and the results were recorded in information sheet number 2 and the obtained findings were statistically analyzed by proportion tests. After determination of the normal and decayed samples in each of the methods, in order to compare with the gold standard, the agreement table was applied to define the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy for each method based on the relative formula. To compare the above mentioned criteria between methods, the proportion test was used. $P<0.05$ was considered statistically significant. SPSS 14 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois) was used for analysis.
Results
According to the statistical analysis, the sensitivity of diagnosis of dentinal decay on the occlusal surface using digital radiography was mainly 54 (39.7%) (confidence interval: 95%, 42.1%-37.3%) and the sensitivity of diagnosis of dentinal decay on the occlusal surface using digital radiography with zoom option software was 71 (52.2%) (CI: 95%, 50%-54.4%). The sensitivity of digital radiography with zoom option software was significantly higher statistically (p<0.05). The specificity of diagnosis of dentinal decay on the occlusal surface using digital radiography was mainly 137 (65.9%) (CI: 95%, 64.7%-67.1%) and the specificity of diagnosis of dentinal decay on the occlusal surface using digital radiography with zoom option software was 143 (68.8%) (CI: 95%, 67.5%-70.1%) showing no significant difference between the two above mentioned methods statistically (p>0.05). The positive predictive values (PPV) for diagnosis of occlusal surface dentinal decay using digital radiography and digital radiography with zoom option software was 148 (43.2%) (CI: 95%, 40.8%-45.6%) and 179 (52.2%) (CI: 95%, 50%-54.4%), respectively. These figures demonstrate a significantly higher PPV for digital radiography with zoom option software compared to digital radiography statistically (p<0.05). The negative predictive values (NPV) for diagnosis of occlusal surface dentinal decay using digital radiography and digital radiography with zoom option software was 215 (62.6%) (CI: 95%, 61.4%-63.8%) and 236 (68.8%) (CI: 95%, 67.5%-70.1%), respectively pointing to the fact that NPV in digital radiography with zoom option software is significantly higher in comparison to digital radiography statistically (p<0.05).

The accuracy for diagnosis of occlusal surface dentinal decay using digital radiography and digital radiography with zoom option software was 191 (55.5%) (CI: 95%, 54.6%-56.4%) and 214 (62.2%) (CI: 95%, 61.4%-63%) mentioning a higher statistical significance in digital radiography with zoom option software (p<0.05).

Discussion
In this study, sensitivity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy for digital radiography with zoom option software was significantly higher than digital radiography (p<0.05), but no significant difference was detected in the specificity between these two radiography methods (p>0.05). The studies which have evaluated the diagnostic ability of digitized conventional radiography and the routine radiography method; namely, Ohki et al. in 1994 [11], Moystad et al. in 1995 [12], Attaelmanan et al. in 2000 [13] and Kunzel et al. in 2003 [14], emphasize on the higher ability of digitized radiography. Based on the mentioned reports and the statements in the present studies, the studies are moving from comparison of conventional (film) radiography and digital radiography more commonly towards evaluating the ability of different progressive softwares.

In a study conducted by Hintze et al. in 1994, the superiority of digital radiography in the diagnosis of dentinal decay of the occlusal surface was revealed [15]. Verdon shot et al. announced that in enamel decay, the sensitivity and specificity do not change by manipulation of the images.
but increase in sensitivity and decrease in specificity occurs in dentinal decay [16] which is congruent with our study.

In Kositbowornchai et al.’s study in 2003, they evaluated the zoom option software on root fractures and regular (1:1), zoom out (1:2) and zoom in (2:1) images were evaluated and discussed. The results showed that the sensitivity increased in the two zoomed out and zoomed in images, but the specificity decreased in both of the zoomed images which are in agreement with the results of our study [17]. A similar study in 2004 conducted by Kositbowornchai et al. evaluated the diagnostic ability of regular digital images and their authentication zoom, pseudo color and sharpness option softwares. This study demonstrated no significant difference between the softwares and the regular images regarding diagnosis of occlusal decay statistically [15]. Of course these results are not concordant to our study. The reason for this incongruency may possibly be the result of the different sensors and softwares used for these studies. In 1991, Wenzel et al. [16] and also Mc David and Dove found no improvement using manipulated images in the diagnosis of caries; surely, in the present study only specificity showed a statistically significant difference [17].

Ohki et al. reported a significant decrease in diagnostic accuracy when the observers had the permission to manipulate the images [18]. It seems that the visual system gets used to the usually observed images and the previous visual experiences prevent the observer from the correct diagnosis when the image is manipulated.

White and Yoon supervised a study on Shick Technology’s digital sensor, in which manipulation increased the specificity and decreased the sensitivity. They believed that these changes were due to the doubt and hesitation in the definite diagnosis as a result of inacquaintance of the users with the new system and vice versa, their high experience with the regular radiography images which certainly disagrees with this study’s results [19].

Regarding the expanding studies in the field of caries diagnosis and the importance of this matter, finding a more reliable and also in agreement with the improvement of technology is an important and inevitable concern.

It is obvious that education of the future dentists and also gaining experience and skill in using new technologies such as digital radiography and related softwares and preparing the essential circumstances in the faculties may be a new and great leap towards this objective. Based on the manufacturer’s claim, digital radiography with different software options such as reverse contrast, zoom and pseudo color are in agreement with improving the diagnostic efficacy, but there is not enough clinical evidence regarding their diagnostic efficacy [5]. Therefore, paying attention to this matter may lead to finding a new and reliable method for the diagnosis of oral and dental lesions. The present study was aimed towards such an intention and we reached the conclusion that the sensitivity, PPV, NPV and accuracy for digital radiography with zoom option software was significantly higher than digital radiography, but no significant difference was detected in the specificity between these two radiography methods. Generally, radiographic evaluation in diagnosis is a very difficult matter and many different factors have influence on the observer such as the imaging technique; digital or film [12], the monitor or the type of film utilized [20], image manipulation [12, 21], observing circumstances [22, 23] and the observer’s experience [20, 24-26]. Thus, in addition to the observing conditions such as the visual circumstances, it seems that using the latest technology in monitor, sensor and the best softwares with an appropriate design towards perception of an image; subsequently, causing accurate diagnoses of different lesions such as effective caries. A more important issue which has been pointed at in different studies in addition to acquaintance of the observers with the sensor, monitor and other software factors is the experience of the observer in using digital images and especially the related
softwares which have a major role in the authenticity and accuracy of the diagnosis of the lesions [20, 24-26]. It appears that the observer who has more experience in the inspection of digital images and works with various softwares has a higher diagnostic efficacy in the diagnosis of lesions by digital radiography in comparison with a person whose work life has mostly been with radiographic films. Besides, the gestalt psychology was first mentioned by Max Werthaimer (1880-1948) a German psychologist. He believed that the perception is always ready to be organized towards certain natural tendencies which based on the opinion of most psychologists, these natural tendencies are the result of experiences which have been learned through years of life [27, 28]. Psychologists believe that one of the factors that make people pay attention to a motive is their perception which is the psychologic alertness and structure of an individual; generally, an acquired potency [27]. In the field of the size of the image, the general perception is based on the fact that the details of a larger image are better and easier seen than the details of a smaller image; therefore, we may assume that dentinal caries of the occlusal surface which are a part of the radiographic image will be better detected when the image is larger (the effect of zoom option software).

Surely, based on the human’s complicated visual perception and the factors influencing it such as various visual errors, further studies are necessary in this field and other software options such as pseudo color which has been less discussed.

Conclusion
This study showed a significantly higher sensitivity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy in digital radiography with zoom option software compared to digital radiography. On the other hand no significant difference was observed in the specificity between these two radiography methods.
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